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PARMA, NOVEMBER 2013 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS - UNIVERSITY OF PARMA
CALL FOR PAPERS
Academic and operational environments, characterized by 
cultural contexts, differ widely between Italy and the rest of the 
world. International comparison has become essential in Ac­
counting and Business Economics studies in Italy today. But in­
ternationalization should not mean uncritical compliance with 
methodological and conceptual models from other countries. 
Extensive knowledge and experience from the Italian and Eu­
ropean contexts is available to enrich research and differentiate 
between southern and northern European / US models.
The XII National Conference of the Italian Society of Ac­
counting History discusses how this breadth of research has 
contributed to the growth of knowledge. The Conference focuses 
on the period between 19th and 20th centuries and the contem­
porary history of Business Economics and Accounting studies. 
The breadth of the Conference theme is intended to encourage 
researchers to address new, unexplored topics and to challenge 
conventional wisdom using rigorous economic analysis. Without 
intending to limit the scope of the Conference, we offer some 
examples of topics for which submissions are invited:
XII NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE 
ITALIAN SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTING 
HISTORY
“ R a g io n e r ia ”  a n d  A c c o u n t in g  b e t w e e n  19th a n d  
2 0 th c e n t u r i e s :
A COMPARISON IN TRENDS AND THEORIES
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• key changes and developments in “Ragioneria” and Ac­
counting;
• points of convergence and divergence in Accounting 
theories in different cultural contexts;
• the influence of institutional and academic systems on 
the development of these studies;
• the position of Accounting and Business Economics 
studies in other countries than Italy;
• m ain influences of “Ragioneria” and Accounting studies 
on the Accounting profession;
• impacts of the changes in environment systems, ac­
counting theory and theoretical settings;
• how changes in different national and international 
economic systems affect theory of accounting and busi­
ness.
Abstracts (minimum 2,500 words), in Italian or English, 
m ust be submitted electronically by January 15, 2013 to the 
follow ing address: p a rm a2 0 13@ sisronline.it. Prelim inary  
acceptance on the basis of the abstract will be notified by 
February 15, 2013. Abstract must state clearly the aim of the 
research, methodology, main expected results and references.
The final paper (maximum 50,000 characters, including 
spaces), should be submitted electronically -  in .doc and .pdf. 
form at -  no later than September 2, 2013 to the following ad­
dress: parm a2013@sisronline.it. Final acceptance of paper will 
be on the basis of the full text of papers and authors will be noti­
fied by October 1, 2013.
Authors are further invited to submit their work for possi­
ble publication after process of refereeing to the Italian Journal 
Contabilita e Cultura Aziendale of the Italian Society of Account­
ing History (rivista-cca@unisi.it).
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